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There are very few true mountaineering routes in England and Wales – most rock climbs fall 
instead into the multi-pitch Cragging category. The East Face of Tryfan, however, holds three 
of the best mountain routes in the country, despite the convenient proximity to the road. The 
mountain is at its best on a bit of a wild day, when there are no crowds, and even climbing of 
Difficult standard can feel hard enough… 
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For those unfamiliar with the East Face, routes can be referenced from the gullies crossing 
Heather Terrace. From North (right) to South they are… 
 

(1)(1)(1)(1) Bastow Gully – Deep within rock walls 
(2)(2)(2)(2) Nor’ Nor’ Gully – Resembles Bastow with scree in base 
(3)(3)(3)(3) Green Gully – Grassy bed – defines right edge of North Buttress 
(4)(4)(4)(4) North Gully – Left edge of North Buttress 
(5)(5)(5)(5) Little Gully – Minor gully defining right side of Central Buttress 
(6)(6)(6)(6) South Gully – Large gully between South and Central Buttresses 
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Park by the A5 at the eastern end of Llyn Ogwen (1), and take the paved path running past 
Milestone Buttress towards Tryfan’s North Ridge (a good scramble in really bad weather). 
After a steep ascent the terrain flattens out on the North Shoulder (2) and the path 
disappears. Do Not follow trails going up and right to the North Ridge, but instead continue 
contouring over boulders and faint paths to the far side of the shoulder and the start of the 
East Face. Here, an alternative approach joins up a steep gully to the East (3) – stay 
above this gully and pick up the start of the Heather Terrace (4). The path is indistinct 
initially, but soon develops into a good trail. 
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To reach the summits from the end of the routes, see figure 3. From there the quickest 
descent is down the new paved path that drops down the West Face from the col between 
the North and Central Summits (5). This can either be accessed from the col itself, or from 
the Central Summit by dropping down slightly on the West face and traversing northwards 
to reach the path just below the col. 
 
If returning to Heather Terrace, follow the South Ridge to a small col (6) before the Far 
South Peak. Turn left over a stile and descend steep scree to a large cairn on the left. This 
marks the end of the Heather Terrace, which is followed easily left below the climbs. 
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